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a b s t r a c t

Solitary Fibrous Tumor of the Pleura (SFTP) is a rare tumor of the pleura. Worldwide about 800 patients
diagnosed with this oncological entity have been described in the existing literature. We report our
center's 13 year experience. During this time three patients suffering from this rare disease have been
treated in our department. All patients were asymptomatic and their diagnosis was initially triggered by
a random finding in a routine chest x-ray. The diagnosis was set preoperatively through a needle biopsy
under computer tomography (CT) guidance. The tumors were resected surgically though video-assisted
thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) or thoracotomy. Because of the lack of specific guidelines due to the rarity
of the disease a long-term, systematic follow-up was recommended and performed. Parallel an overview
of the diagnostic and therapeutic procedures of the rare tumor is made.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The tumors of the pleura are an important nosological entity of
the thoracic cavity. The most known tumor of the pleura is the
mesothelioma. However, other tumors of the pleura have also been
described. A less known and less common tumor is the solitary
fibrous tumor of the pleura (SFTP). SFTP is a rare localized mesen-
chymal tumor which was initially thought to be a mesothelial
pleural lesion [1]. Solitary fibrous tumors can arise from visceral
organs or mesothelial tissues [1,2]. Solitary fibrous tumors have

also been described in other localizations such as the pelvis,
abdomen, retroperitoneum, buccal space, maxillary sinus, liver,
pancreas, suprarenal region, and kidneys. It is believed that these
tumors originate from extrapleural sites of these anatomical cav-
ities and organs [3]. As far as the pleural solitary fibrous tumors are
concerned, about 800 cases of SFTP have been described in the
literature. Historically several terms have been used to describe this
tumor, such as benign mesothelioma, localized mesothelioma,
localized fibrous mesothelioma, localized fibrous tumor of the
pleura, sub-pleural fibroma, pleural fibroma, localized benign fi-
broma, and sub-mesothelial fibroma [1,4,5]. The first description of
the tumor is chronologically debatable. The first description of this
entity is contributed to Lieutaud in 1767, while in other reports* Corresponding author.
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suggest that it was first described by Wagner in 1870. The first
official description of the tumor's pathology was however made by
Klemperer and Rabin. The majority of tumors are benign, but
10e20% of the tumors are malignant [1,4,6].

The tumor often presents no symptomatology and is usually
randomly discovered during a routine chest x-ray. During the
period of the last six years (2010e2016) three patients with SFTP
were treated in the Department of thoracic and cardiovascular
surgery in Kaiserslautern. The preoperative diagnosis was made
through needle biopsy under computed tomography guidance. The
patients underwent surgical excision and a subsequent long term
follow-up. In this article we attempt to describe our experience in
this field as well as to present a general overview of the existing
literature regarding the diagnostic and therapeutic procedures of
this rare tumor.

2. Cases presentation

2.1. 1st case

A-56-year-old female was presented to our outpatient clinic
with a mass in the area of the lower lobe of the left lung that was
incidentally revealed by a chest x-ray performed due to influenza
symptoms. No other symptoms or physical sings implying malig-
nancy existed. Patient's past medical history revealed COPD, hy-
pothyroidism, type 2 diabetes mellitus and heavy smoking of thirty
pack years (py). The chest computer tomography (CT) revealed a
pleural mass having a size of 4 � 7 � 5 cm. A needle biopsy under
CT guidance was performed and histology showed a SFTP. A further
staging with bronchoscopy and Positron Emission Tomography -
Computed Tomography (PET-CT) revealed no further pathological
findings. A left posterolateral thoracotomy was performed. A tumor
arising from the lower lobe with no infiltration of the thorax wall
was found. A complete tumor resection with atypical lung paren-
chyma wedge resection was performed. The histopathological ex-
amination of the mass revealed a large SFPT of 11 cm diameter with
circumscribed subcapsular necrosis, sometimes moderately gra-
diger nuclear pleomorphism and with 3 mitoses to 10 HPF (high-
power field). The examination findings partially fulfilled the Eng-
land's criteria for the characterization of a malignant SFTP
(described below) [7]. For this reason, the tumor was characterized
semi-malignant. In addition the histological examination showed
tumor free margins of the resected tissue. In immunohistochemical
analysis cells were positive for CD34 and negative for CD117. Ac-
cording to Demicco et al. the stratification risk for the patient was 4.
According to the literature a metastasis free disease and a disease-
specific survival is expected in a percentage of 64% and 93%
respectively expected in ten years [8].

The patient was discharged on the 9th postoperative day. The
hospital stay was prolonged due to a postoperative pneumonia that
was conservatively treated. During the postoperative follow-up in
our outpatient clinic, no complications were observed. The patient
did not undergo chemotherapy or radiation. After a systematic (on
a 6-month basis) two year follow-up the patient appeared with
peripheral, rounded nodules of variable size, scattered throughout
both lungs. The patient underwent a new full staging examination.
All tests which were carried out including abdominal ultrasound,
abdominal CT, colonoscopy, gastroscopy and tests for gynaeco-
logical malignancy revealed no pathological findings. A diagnostic
video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) of the right pleural
cavity was performed and tissue biopsies where received. Histo-
logically the biopsy showed no signs of metastases. The findings
were attributed to interstitial pneumonia. A further long-term
follow-up was suggested.

2.2. 2nd case

A-50-year-old female appeared in our outpatient clinic with a
detected mass in the area of the upper lobe of the left lung. This
patient's tumor was also revealed incidentally during a chest x-ray
examination. She presented no other symptoms. The patient's past
medical history revealed hypertension, thrombocytosis and thy-
roidectomy because of multinodular goiter and smoking. A CT scan
revealed the mass (diameter: 3cm) and the final diagnosis of SFTP
was also set through a CT needle biopsy. Because of a patient‘s
denial for surgical treatment a follow-up was alternatively sug-
gested. After a three years follow-up time and because of a signif-
icant increase of the mass diameter in the last CT (5,3cm) a VATS
was finally performed. Intraoperatively the tumor presented no
infiltration of the chest wall. A tumor excision was performed
through a wedge lung parenchyma resection. The finding of a
benign SFTP with a diameter of 6cm was showed histologically. In
immunohistochemical assay cells were positive for CD34, positive
for less than 2% of cells for Ki-67 and negative for CD117, D2-40 and
TTF1. The patient was discharged on the 4th postoperative day
without having any complications. A systematic follow-up was in
this case also recommended.

2.3. 3rd case

A 77-years-old male patient aged was incidentally diagnosed
with a mass in the left hemithorax and a lung nodule in right
hemithorax. Patient's past medical history revealed only arterial
hypertension. The CT scanning showed a mass of 9cm in diameter
in the left hemithorax. The staging procedures with bone scintig-
raphy and CT showed no sign of metastases. A diagnostic CT guided
needle biopsy showed a SFTP. A thoracoscopic wedge resection of
the middle lobe showed an old tuberculoma. Because of the size of
the tumor an excision through thoracotomy was finally conducted.
Intraoperatively the SFTP presented adhesions to the visceral
pleura of the lower lobe. The patient‘s postoperative course was
uncomplicated. The patient was discharged on 5th postoperative
day after the second surgery. Histology revealed a SFTP sized
9 � 5.5 � 4 cm. In immunohistochemical analysis cells was clearly
positive for CD34 and negative for CD117. A long-term follow-up
was also recommended to this patient as well.

3. Discussion

SFTP is a very rare tumor [1,4], which has gained appropriate
recognition in the last two decades as a discrete pathologic entity
[9]. It represents 5% of the tumors of the pleura. Only 800 such cases
have been described in the literature between 1931 and 2002
[1,4,6,10]. However, Cardillo et al. reported that the number of the
SFTP can possibly be about 960. The patients with SFPT are 2.8 per
100,000 hospitalized patients. The number of SFTP seems to in-
crease, but it is significantly smaller than the commoner tumor of
mesothelioma [6]. The age of the tumor diagnosis varies from 5 to
87. However, the most common age of diagnosis is the sixth and
seventh decade of life [1,5,6]. The tumor also occurs with the same
frequency in men and women [1]. Sook et al. however described a
light deviation of frequency to the side of the females [11]. There is
no evidence of heredity. A case with a tumor in mother and
daughter has however been described in the literature [10]. No
association with asbestos exposition, nicotine effusion or exposure
to another environmental factor has been reported [1,5,6,9,11]. In
our three treated cases two of the patients were females and no
hereditary among relatives was reported.

SFTPs often present no special clinical signs and no special
symptomatology that could lead the clinical physician to a secure
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